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Abstract
Vibration mitigation and vibration isolation are problems existing in a variety of industry branches. Pneu-
matic suspensions and isolators are a widely utilized technology, and in many applications they need to
adapt their properties to a varying mass of the supported object, e.g., loaded or unloaded lorries. However,
the pneumatic solutions posses limitations in the field of adequate damping. The change in mass results in
a change in the required level of damping. This contribution presents and verifies a concept of an enhanced
damping pneumatic device using an example of a Pneumatic Adaptive Absorber (PAA) adapted to the task
of mitigation of forced vibrations. The investigation presents a concise introduction to the concept, as well as
analytical and numerical modelling of the conceptual device. The contribution proposes a control algorithm
based on performed analysis of mechanical energy dissipation process. The concept is verified experimen-
tally in a laboratory. The proposed modelling seems to be in agreement with the demonstrator response.

1 Introduction

Pneumatic vibration isolation is a well recognized and appreciated technique, which is utilized in many ap-
plications like precision measurements, fabrication, or suspensions in means of transport. The most widely
implemented pneumatic systems dedicated to suppress the vibration transmission are passive ones due to
their simplicity and maintainability. Much effort has been put into development of modelling, optimizing
and design methods associated with the passive solutions. Many of dedicated to double chamber pneumatic
suspensions are based on simplified linear models [1], and others are based on advanced non-linear ap-
proaches [2]. A comprehensive approach to the design of the passive pneumatic springs has been proposed
by Lee et. al., in which the values of three design parameters are precisely determined: ratio of the pneumatic
volumes, geometry of the capillary tube and dynamic stiffness of the rubber diaphragm [3]. The proposed
method allows for designing a proper isolator for particular steady vibration instances. Furthermore, a thor-
ough stability analysis and design procedures has been provided for multi point systems pneumatic vibration
isolation supports [4].

The uncontested advantages of the passive pneumatic vibration isolation systems have one major limitation,
which is demonstrated when the mass of the suspended object varies and also when the mechanical distur-
bances vary in the range of frequencies and amplitudes. The passive systems respond adequately in condition
of steady vibration and the performance drops when the conditions change continuously. For such instances
advanced systems of actively controlled pneumatic systems are developed, e.g. train suspensions [5, 6]. The
effectiveness in reduction of transmissibility in the active pneumatic vibration isolation systems is obtained
by utilization of external sources of energy for counter acting the vibrational forces. In comparison to the
passive systems, the active ones are much more effective in a wide frequency spectrum of frequencies, but at
the same time they are expensive and require a lot of space for packaging in applications. The active systems
require to be supplied with pressured gas from external sources, which significantly influence the response
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delays in the system [7, 8]. Recently, the performance improvement of the active pneumatic vibration iso-
lation systems with utilization of proportional valves[9] and employment of PID controllers [10] is being
investigated.

The extended requirements of the active systems in the area of energy supply and packaging drive researchers
to search among unconventional solutions e.g. based on a negative stiffness concept [11], which allows for
reducing of the required additional energy supply level. An investigation on this idea, on the example of
a suspension system configured with self contracting pneumatic springs has been presented by Pesik et.al.
[12]. Such solutions lead to savings in the pneumatic operational energy demands. The negative stiffness
configuration of coil springs combined with an active pneumatic actuator allows for development of vibration
isolation systems dedicated to the low frequency range (0.5 - 5 Hz), which is specifically difficult to stand
with [13, 14].

The trend of minimization of the additional energy supply level is also demonstrated in concepts of semi-
active [15, 16] and adaptive solutions [17], in which the elements of the isolation system posses a possibility
of the mechanical parameters modification. In those solutions the required additional energy is lower, since
it is only needed for setting of an operational state of actuators like valves or throttles. For example, the
parametric modification aims to adapt the stiffness of the spring by switching between several pneumatic
elements of various volumes [18, 19]. Another attempt has been carried out to tune the pneumatic vibration
isolators by means of a controllable throttling valve positioned in between two gas chambers [20], which is
reported as not an efficient method of the pneumatic springs tuning.

The common feature of the mentioned investigated systems is the desire of finding a method to tune adap-
tively the steady parameters of the isolation system adequately to the vibration conditions. In contrast, the
concept presented in this study proposes a real-time adaptive method of updating the mechanical response
of the isolating adaptive element to the recognized frequency and amplitude of the vibration. Therefore, the
proposed system has a potential to adapt itself to a variety of the mechanical excitation conditions, since it
monitors the kinematics of the object. Furthermore, the Pneumatic Adaptive Absorber allows for limiting
the problem of response delays thanks to positioning of a controllable valve directly in the piston between
the chambers. Additionally, it allows to receive short response delays due to the fact that the valve is based
on a piezoelectric actuator. The presented results are an introductory attempt to provide a broader study of
the concept.

2 Pneumatic Adaptive Absorber concept

PAA is considered as a piston-cylinder device with two sealed volumes divided by a piston equipped with a
controllable valve. The valve enables a gas mass transfer between the volumes and therefore a regulation of
the pressures difference between the volumes.

In principle, the device may be considered as a double chamber pneumatic spring, in which the reaction force
can be regulated by controlling the pressure difference acting on the piston. Simultaneously, the induced
spontaneous gas decompression results in dissipation of a mechanical energy supplied to the absorber. In that
meaning the device is a dissipative element. Furthermore, the operation of the valve introduces a change of
an instantaneous mechanical reaction of the absorber, which can be interpreted as modification of mechanical
parameter of the system. This feature defines the PAA as a semi-active actuator.

3 Mathematical model

Mathematical model of the PAA is based on thermodynamic relations coupled with equations of motion.
The objective is to reflect the response of the element to a kinematic excitation. The method of modelling is
based on previous work described in [22]. The model comprises three elementary issues: dynamics of the
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piston considered as a rigid body, thermodynamics of the gas in the absorber chambers and gas flow through
the valve. Assumptions made for the purpose of the analysis are formulated as:

1. inertia of the piston and piston rod is negligible in the considered configuration,

2. gas in the control volumes fulfils demands to be modelled as an ideal gas,

3. gas is in a uniform state,

4. gas mixes instantaneously in the chambers.

The assumptions related to gas flow through the valve can be stated as:

1. state of the mass entering the valve is constant within the time steps and uniform over the volume of
the valve where the flow occurs,

2. state of the mass within the control volumes can change with time, but at any instant of time the state
is uniform over the entire control volume,

3. changes in the kinetic energy of the gas are negligible,

4. inertia and gravity forces of the gas are negligible.

The total force equilibrium of the piston can be stated as:

Fp1(z, T1,m1)− Fp2(z, T2,m2)− Fa + Ff (ż) = Fe(t) (1)

where: Fe – external excitation, Fp1 – force resulting from pressure p1 in the chamber 1, Fp2 – force resulting
from pressure p2 in the chamber 2, Fa – force resulting from ambient pressure, Ff – friction force, z –
displacement of the piston, T1, T2 – gas temperatures in the corresponding volumes, m1 – mass of the gas in
volume 1, m2 – mass of the gas in volume 2.

The forces acting on the piston can be formulated as:

Fp1 = p1 (T1, ρ1) ·A1, (2)

Fp2 = p2 (T2, ρ2) · (A1 −A2), (3)

Fa = paA2, (4)

Ff = ff sgn(ż) (5)

denoted as: ρ1, ρ2 – gas densities in chambers 1 and 2, A1 – effective piston area, A2 – area of piston rod
radial cross section, pa – ambient pressure, ff – friction coefficient.

The thermodynamic model of the processes in the chambers can not be assumed as polytropic with constant
value of the coefficient, as the heat through the cylinder walls is not stabilized. Therefore, a dedicated
numerical algorithm is adopted in order to comprise that phenomenon. The calculation of the gas state in the
consequent time steps of simulation is performed as:

1. determination of the gas state change due to the volume change on the basis of the adiabatic model,

2. determination of the internal energy of the gas,
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3. determination of the heat exchange between the control volume and the surroundings (with the actual
area of the cylinder walls interfacing the gas computed),

4. determination of the energy balance in the control volume with the mass and heat exchange taken into
consideration,

5. recalculation of the gas state parameters on the basis of the energy balance equation.

The algorithm described above allows for reflecting the thermodynamic polytropic-like process in depen-
dence on the operating conditions.

The main equation of the energy balance in the system of two volumes denoted as 1 and 2 can be stated as:

Q̇1 + ṁ1ih2 = Ẇ1 + ṁ1oh1 +
d

dt
(m1u1), (6)

Q̇2 + ṁ2ih1 = Ẇ2 + ṁ2oh2 +
d

dt
(m2u2), (7)

where Q̇ is heat transfer, Ẇ is work done by the gas, h is specific enthalpy of the gas and m is mass of the
gas in particular volumes. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the volumes in the cylinder divided by the piston,
and subscripts i and o refer to inflow or outflow of the gas into or out of the volume.

The Q̇1 and Q̇2 depend on: (a) the difference between the temperatures of the gas in the control volume and
the surroundings, (b) the area of cylinder walls that the gas is in contact with, and (c) the material constants
and can be denoted as:

Q̇1 = A1(z) · α · (T1(t)− Ta(t)), (8)

Q̇2 = A2(z) · α · (T2(t)− Ta(t)), (9)

where: A1(z) – area of cylinder being in contact with gas in volume 1, α – heat transfer coefficient, Ta(t) –
ambient temperature. The quantities of index 2 describe the same values related to volume 2.

According to the continuity principle, the mass of gas leaving the control volume 1 is equal to the mass of
gas entering the control volume 2 and vice versa. That leads to the property of mass transferred between the
volumes as:

ṁ1t = −ṁ2t (10)

where

ṁ1t = ṁ1e − ṁ1i =

{
> 0 when p1 > p2
< 0 when p1 < p2

(11)

as well as

ṁ2t = ṁ2e − ṁ2i =

{
> 0 when p2 > p1
< 0 when p2 < p1

(12)

Let us denote the transferred mass of gas as:

ṁt = ṁ1t = −ṁ2t (13)

The specific enthalpies h1 and h2 of the gas in volumes 1 and 2 respectively are different in general. There-
fore, when the assumption of isenthalpic flow through the valve holds true, the specific enthalpy of the gas
transferred between the volumes depends on the flow direction, and is equal to:

h1 = cpT1, when the gas leaves volume 1 (14)
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and
h2 = cpT2, when the gas leaves volume 2 (15)

where: cp – specific heat of the gas by the constant pressure.

The work done by the gas is defined for the particular control volumes as:

Ẇ1 = p1(z)
dV1
dt

, (16)

Ẇ2 = p2(z)
dV2
dt

. (17)

In accordance with the throttled flow theory [21], the flow through the valve is modelled as one dimensional
and is assumed to be choked when the Mach number Ma is close to 1. Thus, the gas flow through the valve
is calculated as:

ṁt =




Cd

MaAp0
√
κ/RT0

[1+(κ−1)Ma2/2]κ+1/2(κ−1) , ifMa < 1

CdAp0
√
κ/RT0

(
2

κ+1

)κ+1/2(κ−1)
, ifMa = 1

(18)

where: A depicts cross-section of the flow duct, κ is isentropic coefficient, R is gas constant, Ma is Mach
number, T0 is initial temperature, p0 is initial pressure. The flow losses are described by means of a discharge
coefficient Cd treated as a characteristic design parameter of the valve [23].

4 Control algorithm

Control algorithm adopted to the considered instance of vibration isolation is based on a strategy called
Prestress Accumulation Release (PAR) [24, 25]. In the strategy an internal energy of an object, e.g. strain
energy, is monitored in real-time and managed by means of semi-active structural elements [26]. The prin-
ciple of the PAR strategy is to detect time instants in which the maximum accumulated potential energy of
the system is reached, and to release it in a controlled way by means of semi-active structural fuses. The
algorithm, in the presented investigation utilizes a sensing system for monitoring of the piston kinematics
and the piezoelectric valve positioned in the piston of the PAA for actuation.

Principle of the algorithm is based on referencing the instantaneous potential energy level with the kinematics
of the object. An assumption here is adopted that the maximum potential energy appears at the time instants
when the linear velocity of the piston in reference to the PAA cylinder equals to zero. Those time instants
indicate the maxima of the piston’s deflections, and therefore the maximum value of the energy accumulated
in the compressed gas.

The optimized control algorithm [26] is an on-off feedback type and can be formulated as follows:

CTRL(t) =





Cclose, if u̇(t) > 0

Copen, if u̇(t) = 0

Cclose, if u̇(t) < 0,

(19)

where Copen and Cclose refer to two opposed states of the valve.

The control algorithm introduces the velocity feedback signal to the pneumatic system, in which typically the
reaction is inherently dependent on displacement. The velocity feedback creates an enhanced performance
of the device.
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Figure 1: Experimental stand

5 Experimental investigation

Experimental investigation aims to demonstrate the principle of the PAR control algorithm applied to the
PAA absorber and to assess its feasibility. The objective is accomplished within a set of experiments con-
ducted on a dedicated setup designed for testing a PAA laboratory demonstrator.

5.1 Experimental stand and setup

The experimental setup is prepared to test vibration isolation systems in a uniaxial vertical configuration.
The setup is based on a hydraulic actuator (manufacturer MTS Corporation) positioned in a vertical steel
frame (Fig. 1). The PAA absorber is mounted on top of the hydraulic actuator, which provides mechanical
excitation to the system and from top is loaded with an inertial mass guided along the frame. The setup
allows for conducting tests in two configurations:

• the first for fixed configuration of the inertial element,

• the second for free vibration of the inertial element.

The configuration with the fixed inertial element allows for testing a mechanical response of the absorbers
faced to a predefined mechanical excitation provided with the hydraulic actuator, whereas the configuration
with the free inertial mass allows for testing an effectiveness of vibration isolation systems. The actuator is
equipped with two parallel servohydraulic valves which allow for testing with maximum velocities up to 3
m/s. The setup is equipped with a set of sensors described in Fig. 1.

The Pneumatic Adaptive Absorber demonstrator is a 32 mm inner diameter cylinder of 200 mm length with
a piston equipped with a built-in piezoelectric valve. The valve allows for transferring a predetermined mass
of gas between the volumes. A mechanical response delay of the valve opening is equal to 1.2 ms.
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Figure 2: Mechanical response of the PAA absorber controlled in accordance with the PAR algorithm

5.2 Testing programme

The presented testing programme aims to determine the performance of the demonstrator and is conducted in
the fixed mass configuration of the stand. The set of dedicated tests of the PAA is defined for determination
of the following features of the experimental object:

• a response time of the PAA operation, which determines its operational bandwidth,

• verification of the numerical model proposed for modelling of the device,

• assessment of the energy absorption process carried out with the absorber.

The response time of the demonstrator is defined as the shortest period, in which the pressure difference
generated by the PAA can be reduced. The delay depends on the gas transfer rate between the volumes and
it is restricted by performance of the valve in the piston. The maximum mass flow rate through the valve
depends on the gas pressure and temperature. The verification of the mathematical model is carried out by
means of a referencing it against the experimental results. The energy absorption capability of the device is
assessed on the basis of force-displacement curves that are generated.

5.3 Results and discussion

A mechanical response of the PAA to a sinusoidal excitation (amplitude 40 mm, frequency 0.5 Hz) in time
domain is presented in Fig. 2. The first graph depicts the time history of the displacement excitation in refer-
ence to the generated control signal. The second graph depicts the axial force generated by the demonstrator.
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Figure 3: PAA response to the PAR control algorithm - experimental results vs. numerical modelling.

During each period the force increases to a maximum value associated with coexistent decompression and
compression of the gas in the cylinder’s volumes. At the time periods of control signal application, the force
is reduced and therefore, dissipation of the accumulated mechanical energy takes place via the process of
spontaneous gas decompression. The third graph depicts pressure courses in the first and second volumes of
the cylinder. The switching of the valve results in a rapid reduction of the pressure difference between the
two sides of the piston and consequent immediate drop of the reaction force transmitted by the piston rod,
which represents the semi-active operation of the device. The opening period of the valve adopted for this
particular setup is 10 ms, That period allows for obtaining the operating frequency up to 12.5 Hz, assuming
that opening period should not exceed 12.5% of the period. In the presented results the axial force due to
operation of the algorithm is reduced to very low value, which may be unfavourable in the instance of pneu-
matic supports. This is an inherent feature of this particular demonstrator and the kind of experiment which
assumes the fixed mass configuration with the gravity reaction excluded. It is feasible to design a PAA in
order to provide a relevant value of the supporting force by adjusting the diameter of the piston rod. The
current design of the demonstrator allows for vibration testing with assistance of additional springs providing
the required stiffness for a support.

Verification of the numerical results obtained with the proposed mathematical model versus experimental
measurements is presented in Fig. 3. The graphs depict the excitation, force response and pressure time
histories in the volumes of the absorber. As it is depicted, the proposed model allows to properly reflect the
behaviour of the device under the analysed conditions. Additional validation of the model, which confirms
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Figure 4: Force–displacement curve acquired under 0.5 Hz sinusoidal excitation

its proper response for a variety of operational conditions is published in [22].

An example of the PAA mechanical response in a force-displacement graph is depicted in Fig. 4. The ex-
citation is sinusoidal with the analogical parameters to the test described previously. Initial pressure in the
cylinder is 0.25 MPa. The plotted data represent an elementary energy dissipation process, which demon-
strates the idea standing behind the concept. The mechanical energy accumulated in the compressed and
decompressed gas in volumes 1 and 2 during a stroke is dissipated in a controllable way. An important
feature of the system is that after reducing the pressure difference the process of the energy accumulation
restarts instantaneously, which inherently increases the energy absorbing capability of the conceptual device.
The presented curve depicts an instance of 40 mm amplitude and therefore the energy is accumulated on a
stroke equal to a double amplitude. The control algorithm adapts the system for random amplitudes and
frequencies within the previously described limits. The integration of the curve allows for obtaining energy
dissipated per a single period by the device as well as for estimating its absorption efficiency. The energy
absorbed by the device per a period is 47.2 J and the efficiency factor is 45%.

6 Conclusions

The presented study of the mechanical response of the PAA under harmonic excitation allows for enhancing
pneumatic supports dissipative behaviour and a possibility of a fast modification of its properties. The
proposed control algorithm, tested numerically and experimentally, appears to be effective. To conclude, the
presented concept of the pneumatic adaptive device shows a significant potential for further studies, and the
continuation of the investigation will be aimed at the development of a broader range of control methods and
defining the applicability limits.
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